Acceleration of DNA-double strand rejoining during the adaptive response of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.
Newly developed constant-field low voltage electrophoresis (adapted for algae cells by us) was applied to quantify the induction and repair of nuclear DNA double-strand breaks, by measuring the movement of DNA out of the starting wells into the electrophoresis gel using a UV-gel scan and computer analysis of DNA-ethidium bromide fluorescense (Syngene; Gene tools). A cell-wall-less mutant strain of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (CW15) was used; the DNA and proteins are easily accessible because of the lack of an outer cell wall. Our results showed that giving a small priming dose (50 Gy) led to a small acceleration of dsb rejoining. When the magnitude of the priming dose was progressively increased, there was a corresponding decrease in the fraction of damage remaining at 4 hours after radiation exposure (to a test dose of 500 Gy). This indicates an upregulated rejoining of dsb following exposure of cells to the priming dose, which may be related to the strong adaptive response in this organism. Protein synthesis inhibitors were found to reduce the rate of rejoining of dsb, and from earlier results are known to inhibit the adaptive response. Thus, the adaptive response is likely to be dependent on increased dsb rejoining and depends on de novo protein synthesis. The nature of these proteins has not yet been established. C. reinhardtii CW15 is an attractive model system in which to study the underlying mechanisms of the adaptive response to ionizing radiation, and its underlying link with dsb rejoining. The results are interesting both from a basic biological point of view, and as a means to further understand the response of tumour cells to radiation therapy since the adaptive response has been postulated to determine the shape of the "shoulder" region of the survival curve of cells at low doses of radiation.